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Solving word problems has never been easier than with Schaum's How to Solve Word Problems
in Algebra!This popular study guide shows students easy ways to solve what they struggle with
most in algebra: word problems. How to Solve Word Problems in Algebra, Second Edition, is
ideal for anyone who wants to master these skills. Completely updated, with contemporary
language and examples, features solution methods that are easy to learn and remember, plus a
self-test.

From the Back CoverWord problems?? No problem!! Be prepared when you get to the word-
problem section of your test with Schaum's How to Solve Word Problems in Algebra!With this
easy-to-use pocket guide, solving word problems in algebra become almost fun. This anxiety-
quelling guide helps you get ready for those daunting word problems, one step at a time. With
fully explained examples, it shows you how easy it can be to translate word problems into
solvable algebraic formulas--and get the answers right!You get complete directions for solving
problems that involve time, money distance, work, and more. There's no algebra word problem
too tough for How to Solve Word Problems in Algebra!About the AuthorMcGraw-Hill authors
represent the leading experts in their fields and are dedicated to improving the lives, careers,
and interests of readers worldwide
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Yoododoy, “Highly recommended!. To solve intricate word problems in algebra, you must first
master the basic concepts and this book is yours to master.Error occurred in problem
drill:Problem 25.Note:Book used 1 knot = 1 mph rather than 1 knot = 1.151 mph(Acceptable, but
not in Physics)Problem 51.Ans.: 54 ft., 34 ft.Note: If the Total Cost = $850 rather than $950 then
you got the wrong answers.(Unacceptable Ans.50, 30)All answers to problem drill are correct,
except for the aforementioned. Had it not been for these errors, I should have rated for five star,
but overall it’s a very nice book for word problems in Algebra. It stimulated my mind during the
pandemic.* Response to comment review on page144: 12feet was converted to inches so to
have a consistent unit in the equation which is coincidentally analogous to the page number.”

MommyG, “Great book! Excellent structure. Good, challenging practice problems.. There are
two reasons why this book is so great:a. Structure and Practice - there are not very many books
that do a good job of focusing on the word problems in Algebra alone - while utilizing all
underlying concepts in Math that students are expected to learn and retain. This book did a
fabulous job of breaking down the important concepts into individual chapters, and then
focusing on explanation and problems within that concept (e.g. Numbers, Distance etc). My
child used this to re-inforce concepts learned in school before her giving her PSAT. It is
methodical, with good explanations, and challenging enough problems that a kid must 'get it' or
go through it again. Also, since the chapters were broken down by concept, we were able to
easily skip some sections she was really good at and focus on the ones she needed the most
help.b. Useful for multiple grade levels - Middle and high school math classes are broken up by a
variety of names - Pre-Algebra, Algebra 1, Algebra 2 etc. This book spans across most of
those. You do not have to be in Algebra 2 to benefit from this book - my kid wasn't when she
used it. But it explains and sets up problems in a way that you invariably learning more naturally,
thereby boosting your kids skills and self-confidence at the same time not just for the immediate
test or grade level but for the future as well.Word problems are the underlying foundation for
almost all higher level science, technology, and math learning. All people solve naturally in life
and in their jobs are 'word problems'. e.g. how much of this new product do we have to sell given
all these costs to break a profit? If we expect to sell x units a year, what is the breakeven point?
It is never too early to get set up with a valuable skill in life.”

Local Guy, “Good little book. Good for wee practice.. This is a nice little book on Algebra worded
problems. Many American terms used like Nickel, Dime, Dollar, etc. which the average Britisher
may struggle to understand in the first glance. Gave it 5 stars for its ease of use and content,
although spotted an error which I am uploading in this picture. We do not expect to find poor
proof reading in a McGraw Hill book.”

Atul, “excellent book for kid's practice. covers all major type of questions and lot of practice



questions with answers”

Colin Dowson, “The Art of Algebra. A great little book exploring the difficult Art of modelling the
world with Algebra...how words alone can't solve problems..you need to be able to convert them
to symbols...this superb Book inspirationally shows you how it is possible..highly
recommended!!”

Tina Alpine, “problem solving. Really good to get students applying algebra and solving
problems”

David Wright, “Five Stars. Actually lets you see your own improvement by doing exercises! Well-
presented instruction makes this possible.”

The book by Mildred Johnson has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 443 people have provided feedback.
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